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Answer all questions

1 (a) Calculate o!-t.+'.
5

Write down the first 5 digits displayed on your calculator.

Answer

(b) Round offyour answer in (a) to
(i) 3 significant figures,

(ii) 1 decimal place.

t1l

tll

t1l

Answer

Answer

2 (a) Solve the inequality 4x < 4.

Answer ...... tll
(b) Represent your answer in (a) on the number line below.

Answer

lllttt

I

I_T
-4

T
0

I
J -2

--r
-1

m
432 tll

(c) Write down the smallest integer x that satisfies the inequality -4x < 4.
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3 (a) Express 3168 in index notation.

Answer ...... tll

(b) Find the HCF and LCM of 3 I 6 8 and 27 .

Answer HCF =

LCM = ............ t2l

rl68 's a multiple of 16.(c) Find the largest integer & such that a
k

4 (a) Find the sum of 3a + b and 5a-2b.

(b) Simpli$ (3x + 5) - (8x - l).

Answer ...... tll
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5 (a) Expand and simPliff 3x(x + 2)

(b) Solvethe equation 3y+ 5 =y-6.

Answer t1l

6 (a) Factorise completely 24ax - l2bx,

(b) Simplify
x-3 2x+l

-+-
24

Answer

, expressing your answer as one single fraction.

t1l

66
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7 Dexter's family went out for a meal in a restaurant. The bill is as shown below.

Item Cost

Tofu $8.e0

Vegetables s6.40

Fried Chicken $r l.s0

Soup s9.80

By rounding off the cost of each item to I significant figure, estimate the total cost of
the bill.

12)

tll

(b) By using the fact that 1000x -x:999x, calculate the value of 999x.

Answer tll

(c) Hence, use your answer in (b) to express O.i+i as a fraction in the simplest

form.

Answer $

8 (a) Given that x = O.i+i, write down the value of 1000x as a recurring decimal.

Answer

67
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9 A playpen contains red, blue and yellow balls.
The ratio of red to blue balls is 3 : 5 and the ratio of blue to yellow balls is 7 : 2.

If 20 blue balls are added, the ratio of red to blue balls will become 7 :15.
Calculate the number of yellow balls in the playpen.

Answer l3l

10 In the diagrdm, PQ is parallel to RS.

Calculate the sum of the angles b and c. Write your reasons clearly.

OP

s
5
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11 In the figure, KLMN is a hapezium and I(M is the diameter of a semi-circle.

LM =29 cm, .I(M=16 cm, MN=14 cm,KL= 19.1 cm andILMN =90o.

16 cm //

19.1 cm 14 crn

29 cm M

(a) Calculate the perimeter of the shaded region

Answer

(b) Calculate the area of the shaded region.

L

... cm [2]
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12 The table below shows some values ofx and the corresponding values ofy for

Y=5-2x-

x -4 -2 2 4

y: 5 -2x p 9 I -J

(a) Calculate the value ofp

Answer p:

(b) Plot the points and draw the graph of y: 5 - ?r in the grid below

Answers (b), (d)(i)

lll
121

70
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(c) Using your graph, find
(D its gradient,

(d) (i)

Answer ...... 12)

(iD the value ofy when x : l,

Answery ttl

(iii) thex-intercept.

Answer ...... tU

On the same zxes, draw a line which has zero gradient and that passes

through the point (3, l0). tll

(iD Write down the coordinates ofthe pointwherethe graph ofy= 5 -U
cuts the line in (dxi).

71
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13 (a) Construct triangle ABC where BC : 5 cm and AC: 6 cm.
AB has already been drawn. l2l

Answer (a), (b), (c) and (d).

(b) ConstructtheperpendicularbisectorofAB. tll
(c) Construct the bisector of angle ABC. tll
(d) Mark clearly a possible point which is inside the triangle, equidistant from BC and

BA, and is nearer to I than .8. Label this point P. tll

A

B

72
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1(a) 2.9732
t(bxi) 2.97
(bxii) 3.0

x>-l
2(c) 0

3(a) 2s x32 xll
3(b) HCF: LCM = 9504

3(c) 198

8a- b

4(b) -5x+ 6

s(a) 3x2 +6x
s(b) = -5.5

lb
6(b) 4x-5

4

7 $3s
8(a)

345.345
8(b) 345
8(c) ll5

333
9 20

10 250
11(a) 87.2

11(b) 214
12(a) :13
r2(c)(i) -2
(cXii) 3

2.5

12(dxii) 1
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1 (a)

(b)

(c)

2

Answer all the questions.

Given that r = _"1,- lr, find the value ofrwh.n, =-1.s-(za)"' 3

simotito lcd ' (la)' 
- .

2c+2d B(c+d)z'

1--2, l-v
Express ;-; as a single fraction.

tll

t3I

t3l

Izj

tll

tll

tll

2 The table below shows a sequence of rectangles formed by ice-cream sticks.

(a) State the value of 4 and of D

(b) Find an expression, in terms of n,for

(i) R,

(iD &.

(c) Find the number of rectangles that can be formed using 97 ice-cream

sticks.

Figure
number, n

Diagram
Number of

rectangles, R,
Number of ice-
cream sticks, S,ffi 2 7

2 trt$t 3 l0

J 4 l3

4 a b

75
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3 (a) In Fit Bit Secondary School, students with a Body Mass Index (BMI) of

more than 23.5have to attend t-rtness training every Friday moming before

lessons begin. In January 2018, Jing Hua's height was 164 cm and his weight

was Mkg. If he was not required to attend the fitness training in the first half

of the year, find the greatest possible integer value of M.

BMI =
weight *"O*.1, where weight is in kg and height is in

(treight t3l

t2)

(b) In July 2018, Jing Hua's height increased by l% and his weight increased by

4%. Would Jing Hua have to attend the Friday fitness training for the second

half of the year? Show your working clearly using the greatest possible

integer value of Mobtained in part (a) as Jing Hua's original weight.

76
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4 (a) The difference between an exterior and an interior angle of a n-sided regular

polygon is 132". Find the value of n.

(b) A, B, C, D, E, F... are some adjacent vertices of a regular nonagon (9-sided

polygon) and CDEG is a rhombus.

D

E
G

(i) Calculate, stating your reasons clearly,

(a) ZCDE,

(b) LBCG,

(c) LBGC,

(d) zcGE.

(ii) ls BGE a straight line? Use your answers in (b)(i) to explain.

C

12)

tzl

12)

tll

tll

tll

FA
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5 (a) The bill shown below is for a meal at a Western food restaurant.

Chicken Chop $16.90
Caesar Salad 512.90
Potato Wedges $7.90
l0oZ Service Charge $_
7% Goods and Services Tax (GST) $_

Calculate the total cost of the meal with

(i) service charge only,

(ii) service charge and GST.

(b) Inthediagrambelow, angle BAC=xo, angle ABC=(r+10)" and

angle ACD:(250-2x)".

A

(250 - ?r)'

C

(i) Form an equation in terms of x, stating the reason clearly.

(ii) Solve the equation in (b)(i) and find the value ofx.

12)

t21

B
D

l2l

tzl

+10).

xo

78
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6 Mr Mok started his journey from home and travelled for t hour 8 minutes to Exco

Petrol Station where he stopped for l0 minutes. He then continued his journey for

another 40 minutes to reach his destination. His average speed for the whole

joumey was 100 km/h.

(a)

(b)

Convert 100 km/h to metres per second.

Calculate the total distance travelled, giving your answer in kilometres.

12)

tzl

Mr Mok's car has a fuel consumption of 7.8 litres per 100 km.

The petrol he purchased at Exco Petrol Station costs $x per litre.

(c) Find an expression, in terms of x and y, for the cost in dollars, of petrol

needed to travel y km. t2)

79
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7 A survey was conducted on a group ofsecondary one students to collect data on

the number of books read by each student during the June holidays.

The information is represented in a bar chart shown below.

Number of
students

01234
Number of books read

(a) Find the fraction of students who read

(i) 2 books,

(ii) 3or5books.

(b) The same information is to be shown in a pie chart.

Calculate the angle of the sector which represents students who read at least

2 books.

8

7

6

5

4

J

2

I

0

5

tll

tll

12)
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8 The diagram below shows an automatic dustbin sold online.

It consists of an outer cylindrical bin and a cylindrical trash bin inside (not shown

in the diagram).

The outer cylindrical bin has a height of 40 cm and a diameter of 28 cm.

The inner cylindrical trash bin has a height of 30 cm and a diameter of 23 cm.

40 cm

28 cm

Outer Cylindrical Bin

(a) Calculate the capacity of the inner trash bin, giving your answer to the

nearest litres. (1 litre = I 000 cm3)

Terence bought the automatic dustbin and wanted to paint the surface of the outer

cylindrical container green.

(b) Calculate the total area of the surface to be painted' Leave your answer in

square metres.

- End of Paper -

t3l

t3l
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2a a: 5, b: 16 2bi ftr=n*l

2c i2

ia M:63

4a 15

abi@) 40o

Answef Kev

la 2l tb
t43

4bii

5ai

5bi

6a

7ai

8a t2t

2bii $n: Jn+ !

ib BMI : 23.880 > 0, Need to goforfitness training

4bi(a) 140" 4bi(b) 100"

S(0.078xy)

/ alt 288"

8b 0.475m2

ac(c + d)
3d

lc 9x-ll
l0

4bi(d) 140"

Since ZBGC + ICGE = 40o + I 40' = I 80', BGE is a straight line.

$41.47 Saii $44.37

x+x+10 =250-2x (exterior angle oftriangle) Sbii 60

27.8 m/s 6b 197 km 6c

7b2

=)
7

25

82
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Answer all questions

1 (a) Calculate o!-t.+' .
5

Write down the first 5 digits displayed on your calculator.

Answer ... 2.973218U ............ tll

(b) Round off your answer in (a) to
(D 3 significant figures,

(ii) 1 decimal place.

2 (a) Solve the inequality -4x < 4.

Answer ... x > -l [81]

(b) Represent your answer in (a) on the number line below.

Answer

t1l

lBtl their 1o1l

tll

trlll-

-4-3-2-1012

(c) Write down the smallest integer r that satisfies the inequality -4x < 4.

I
4

I
J

84
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3 (a) Express 3168 in index notation.

(b) Find the HCF and LCM of 3168 and27.

27: 33

HCF = 32 =9
LCM: 2s x33 xl I =9504

Ans'wer ...25 x32 xll [B11...'........ tl]

Answer HCF = ...9 [8U...

LCM = ......9504 18U...... t2l

(c) Find the largest integer /c such tt ut 31.68 
is a multiple of 16.

k

ft= 3168 : 198
16

Answer k= ......... 198 [8U............ tl]

4 (a) Find the sum of 3a + 6 and 5a-2b.

(b) Simplify (3x + 5) - (8x - l).

Solution

(3x + 5) - (8r- l)

:3x+5-8x+l Ml

:-5x16 Al

85
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5 (a) Expand and simplify 3x(x + 2).

(b) Solvethe equation 3y+ 5:y-6-

Solution

3Y+5:Y-6
2y: -71 Mr
y: -5.5 Al

Answer 3x2 +6x IBU............ tll

Answer y: ... ...... ... -5.5 ......... ... t2]

Accept otro -\ o, -S!22

6 (a) Factorise completely 24ax - 12bx.

(b)

x-3 2x+l

-+-
24
2x-6 2x+7: 

-+-
44

4x-5
4

Ansuer tzx (2a - 6) tBU............ tll
x-3 2x+l

Simplifv '- - + --- ' - , expressing your answer as one single fraction.24
Solution

MI

A1

4x-5

86
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7 Dexter's family went out for a meal in a restaurant. The bill is as shown below.

Item Cost

Tofu $8.90

Vegetables $6.40

Fried Chicken s11.50

Soup $9.80

By rounding off the cost of each item to I significant figure, estimate the total cost of
the bill.

Solution

Total cost : 8.9 + 6.4 + 11.5 + 9.8
x9*6+10+10 Ml
= S35 Al

Answer $............ 35 ... ......... l2l

8 (a) Given thatx: O.i+i, write down the value of 1000x as arecurring decimal.

Answer zqs.\+i... ...... ... trl

(b) By using the fact that 1000x - x: 999x, calculate the value of 999x.

Solution

999x:345.345 - 0.345 =345

Answer 345 ............ t1l

(c) Hence, use your answer in (b) to express O.S+i as a fraction in the simplest

form.

Solution
999x = 345

o.tqi - *- ry- lls
999 333

87
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9 A playpen contains red, blue and yellow balls.
The ratio of red to blue balls is 3 : 5 and the ratio of blue to yellow balls is 7 : 2.

If 20 blue balls are added, the ratio of red to blue balls will become 7 :15.
Calculate the number of yellow balls in the playpen.

Solution

Original red : blue : yellow :21 :35
New red : blue 21 :45

45 - 35: l0 units : 20 balls

Number of yellow balls: l0 units :20 Al

Answer 20 ............ t3l

MI
M1

:10

10 In the diagram, PQ is parallel to R,S.

Calculate the sum of the angles D and c. Write your reasons clearly.

Solution

.f :50" (vertically opposite angles) Ml

b : I 80o - 50o = 130' (interior angles) Ml

c = l2A" (corresponding angles) Ml

b+c:130"+120":250" Al

aP

^S
R

I

Answer ...250 ... " [4]

88
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1l In the figure, KLMN is a trapezium and KM is the diameter of a semi-circle.

LM =29 cm, KM=16 cm, MN =14 cm, KL:19.1 cm andlLMN =90".

16 cm
N

19.1 cm 14 cm

29 cm M

(a) Calculate the perimeter of the shaded region.

Solution

Half-circumference of semi-circle = fi x 8 : 8z (or 25.1327) Ml

Perimeteroflogo: 19.1 +29 + 14 + 8n= 87.2cm (to 3sf) Al

Answer ...87.2 cm [2]

L

(b) Calculate the area ofthe shaded region.

Solution

Areaof semi,circle = 1t(!\' :32n(or100.53)
2

Area oftrapezium = )Q, 
*rrxl4).= 3 15 cm2

Total area = 315 - 32n= 214 cm2 1to 3sj

M1

M1

A1

89
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12 The table below shows some values of x and the corresponding values ofy for

Y: 5 -2x'

x -4 ")_L 2 4

Y=5-2x p 9 1 -3

(a) Calculate the value ofp.

Answer p: .........13 [811...... ,]

(b) Plot ttre points and draw the graph of y = 5 - ?:e in the grid below. t21

An"vwers (b), (d)(i)

:y

\
(b) y=5-?s
Gl - correct points
Gl - straight line

(dXD
Gl - correct
horizontal line that
cutsy-axis at 10.

g 'r

90
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(c) Using your graph, frnd
(D its gradien!

(d) (i)

Solution

Gradient= -16 Ml
8

--2 At

(ii)

Answer y = ... .'.3 [BU.'. '..". ." tl]
*Dashes required

(iii) the x-intercept.

On the same zxes, draw a line which has zero gradient and which
passes through the point (3, l0).

thevalueofywhenx= l,

ttl

(ii) Write down the coordinates of the point where the graph of y = 5 - U
cuts the line in (dxi).

91
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13 (a) Construct triangle ABC where BC = 5 cm and AC:6 cm
ABhas already been drawn.

(b)

(c)

(d)

l2)

Answer (a), (b), (c) and (d).

Construct the perpendicular bisector of AB. Il]

Construct the bisector of angle ABC. tll

Mark clearly a possible point which is inside the triangle, equidistant from BC and

BA, and is nearer to I than B. Label this point P. tll

A

B

92
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1(a) 1.0050
1.011(b)

0.16n, 0.504 ,0.50 , !-2(t)

2(b) 0.76n
3(a) x=3

!=2
3(b) 132
3(c) k=30
4(a) London

44-tC4(b)

30

x5(a)

s(b) y_x
4 n

6(a) 125 ml -ffi
6(b) 25:55:28 VI Sdrtf
7 area=288-72r cmz

perimeter =48+24n cm rffi
8(a) 6a+7ab+5b
8(b) {t %*sd''

tlx-3
12

p=6 - lx\ ) ) ,a\\ r.l T"8(c)

iosil\\ \ D^\:'/ rA(div ^ S"'9(a)

etvl \\ \ r. \r.\ rA\\, -aSYe(b)
9(c) yfu=JbHffi;-ft,#-G i s part or a regurar porv gon

\\z.o - .fyr)\\u- .".*rd)r0(a)
r0&) ffi,.5<]L€r' GB.'-

2sY{."J.1* .:.t0 -11(a)
11(b) 4i37 ^$tn'-
11(c) No, beq$Ohhen 4n-7 =295, n=75.5. Since n must be an integer, 295 is not a

term in S.

11(d) n2 +4n-6
6.5%o decreaset2

13
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Answer all the questions.

Accept

x = -0.147
(3 

'.f.)

*=-frwtI (a)

(b)

3cd 8(c+d)'
k+zd^-G{

_t(zd)c(c + d)'
2(c+a)(za)'

_ ac(c + d)
3d.

2c+2d
od)'

8(c + d)'

tMl

lMl -factorisef

IA1)

3cd

change ofsignl

2x

5x

52
2x-3 1,-x(c)

a:5 b: 16 [Bl,B1]I (a)

(bD Rn= n* 7 [Bl]

(bii) Sn=3n-t 4 [B1]

32 tBll(c)
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3 (a)

ffi rrr.t lMl -forming inequality'l

M < 63.2056 (2 d.p.) lMl - so'lving inequalityl
M =63 lAtl

o) New height= 1.64x1.01 : 1.6564 m

New weight = 63x1.04 : 65.52 kg

Jing Hua need to go for the fitness training.

tMll

BMI=23.880>23.5

BMI = 63xl'04 
-

(t .o+ * t .o t)'

4 (a)

{

Let the exterior angle =

I

I o$1

,)o

l
l

x

\ \1 ,

,\ {,@
4s

,!))rso" tMrl

'w'!\a

VOC^q(pt6' - taO" = 40" (interior anglss, CGI IDE) M ll

#SN'- 
l4o"-4oo = l oo" [Al]

(ix0
1BGC _ 190" -100"

2

= 40"

(base angle of isosceles triangle) tBll

(D(d) ZCGE = ZCDE = l40o (property of rhombus) [At] Accept inlerior
angles, CD//GE

(ii) Snce ZBGC + ZCGE : 40"+ 140' = I 80',
BGE is a shaight line. ) lAll
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(i) Cost of meal = $16.90 + $12.90 + $7.90 = $37.7 0

Cost with service charge = 1 .l 0 x $37.70 = $41.47

lMll

tAll

5 (a)

(ii) Costwith service charge and GST =$41.47xt.07 Mll

=$44.37 (nearest cent) [Al]

(i) x+x+10=250-2x tBIl

(exterior Z of atriangle) [B1]

5 (b)

2x+10=250-2x
4x=240
x=60

I rMll {fI

"t-^&{I

(iD

100 tMllx

3 lA I

6 (a)

a \\

'fr4

f(b)\

\\

ll

197 km (to 3 s.f.) tAll

W*-r-,.7s"
= $(0.078ry)

lMll

lAll
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5

(aXi) Total number of students = 1 + 4 + 7 + 5 +3 + 5 = 25
7

Fraction required = ; tBU'25

(aXii)
Fraction reouired = lo 

=2' 25 5
[Bl]

number of students read at least} books= 25-5= 20 [M1]
n

Required angle = -x360o =288' [Al]
)

(b)

.{ilils

N

8 (a)
capacity = n

23

2

= 12 litres

2

)

/{)

(so) Mrl

:12460 cm3 [Ml]

t4

= n(l'

5m

of 1

o$1

cm2)

(b)

(
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